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This paper is devoted to a study of the cohomology groups of the n-fold 

symmetric product SPn(X) of a finite simplicial complex X, where n=l,2,· ·· ·. 

Our main success is as follows. 

Since points of SP,(X) are represented by unordered sets {xv X2, · · · ·, Xn} 
with X;EX, we shall define an into-homeomorphism tm,n: SPm(X)-SP,(X) by 

tm,n {Xv X2, · · ·, Xm} = {x1 X2, · · · ·, Xm, ·~·, · · · ,,~}, where m-;:£n and * is a base ponit 
of X. Let G be any coefficient group for cohomology groups, and consider for 

any q the homomorphism t!,n: Hq(SP,(X); G)-Hq(SPm!X); G) induced by tm,n
We have then the following which is an extension of the result due to S. D. 
Liao [6] : The homomorphism t!,n has the right inverse, to be denoted by fl>m,n 
(i.e. t!,n f.l>m,n=the identity isomorphism of fl'1(SP,(X), G)), and therefore it 

follows that t!,n is an onto-homomorphism, and that Hq( SP n(X); G) has a sub

group isomorphic with fl'1(SP,(X); G) for any m-;:£n. The construction of the 

homomorphism f.l>m,n is based on a theorem stated as follows : Denote by SP,,(X) 
a space which is obtained from SPm(X) by identifying the image of t111 - 1 ,m to a 

m 
point, then we have that Hq(SPm(X); G) is isomorphic with the direct sum ~ 

i-1 
Hq(SP1(X); G). We call SPn(X) the reduced n-fold symmetric product of X. 

Next, assuming that X is homologically (r-1 )-connected*', we study the 

integral cohomology group of SP,(X). For this purpose we utilize the Cartan-Leray 

spectral sequence of regular finite covering [2, 3]. As a result, we obtain that 

the homomorphism t!-l,n: Hq(SP,(X))- Hq(SP,_1(X)) is isomorphic into for q-;:£ 

r+I if n'=l, and for q-;;£Min (r+n'-2, 2r+l) if n'>l, where n=2en'(e2;0, n': 

odd). This gives especially that t:n: Hq(SP,(X))=Hq(X) for q~r+l. 

We have calculated in [7] the cohomology of the 2- or 3-fold symmetric 

product of an r-sphere 5'. At the present paper, some of the results stated 
there will be again proved by a different method from the preceding. We show 
also that H~'+2(5Pn(Sr))=0 for r2;3 and n2;1. 

1. Special cohomology groups 

Consider a connected, finite simplicial complex X. We denote by 

~) The space Y is said to be homologically (r-1)-connected if the integral homology 
groups Hq( Y) = 0 for O<q<r and the reduced homology group H0 ( Y) = 0. If a simply 
counectecl space Y is homologically (r-1)-conncctecl, then Y is (r-1)-connected in the 
usual sense. 
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Pn(X) 1 > (n ~ 1) 
the n-fold cartesian product of X. As usual, points of Pn are represented by 
ordered sets 

(X; EX). 
Suppose now that X is ordered. Then a natural simplicial decomposition of P n 

is introduced as follows [ 4, 6] : A point W= (x1 , X2, • • • ·, x .. ) is a vertex of the 
simplicial decomposition if and only if each x; is a vertex v; of X; Different 

(q+1) vertices W 0 = (v01 ,v02 , •••• ·,V0n), W 1 = (v 1vV 12 , • • ··,V1n), ·· · ·,Wq = (vq1 ,Vq2, 

· · · ·, v qn) form a q-dimensional simplex if and only if, for each k= 1, 2, · · · ·, n, 

(q+ 1) vertices Vok> v11,,. · •• , vqk are contained in a simplex of X and it holds that 

v0k<v1k;;;:;. · · .:::;vqk with respect to the order < in X. Throughout this paper, 
Pn will be always considered with this decomposition. 

Denote by 
@)n 

the symmetric group of the letter 1, 2, · · · ·, n. Each IXEI5n yields a transfor
mation 

defined by 

1X(Xl, X2, • • • ·, Xn)=(X.,(l)> X.,(2)> • • • ·, X.,(n))· 

Therefore 15n may be regarded as a transformation group acting on Pno The 

orbit space O(P n; 15n) ove .· P n relative to 15n2 > is called the n-jold symmetric 

product of X, and is denoted by 

in the present paper. Write 

CfJn: Pn-+SPn 
for the identification map, and put 

{X1, X2, • • · ·, Xn} = cp,(xv X2, • • · ·, Xn). 

Then points of SPn are represented by unordered sets {x1, x2, • • • ·, X11 } with 
X; EX. 

As is noted in [6], every transformation IX: Pn-+ P 11 (1XEI5n) is simplicial, and 
if a simplex of Pn. is mapped onto itself by IX then it remains point-wise fixed 

under IX. Therefore it follows easily that the identification map CfJn carries the 

simplicial decomposition of Pn naturally to a cellular decomposition of SPn. 3 ' 

1} For the sake of brevity, X in this notation will be usually omitted if there is no 
confusion. 

2) Let Y be a Hausdorff space on which a group r acts. Then the orbit space 
0( Y; r) over Y relative to r is defined as a space obtained from Y by identifying each 
point yE Y with its image 'Y(y)('YEr). 

3) As is shown by simple examples, 'Pn does not necessarily produce a simplicial 
decomposition of SPn. However, if we consider the first barycentric subdivision of P,., 
this is carried by 'P,, to a simplicial decomposition of SPn, being a subdivision of the 
cellular decomposition of SP11 mentioned above. 
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In the following, we consider always SPn as such a cell complex. Obviously l/'n 
is both proper and cellular4 >. Therefore cp11 defines a unique cochain homomor

phism 

cp~ : O(SP,; G)- O(P,; G) 

for each q=O, I, 2, . · .. , and for any coefficient group G. 

For each OI:E®n, the transformation 01:: Pn-Pn is simplicial, so that the 

cochain homomorphism 

01:'*': O(Pn; G)- O(P, ;G) 
can be defined. Therefore it follows that O(Pn; G) may be regarded as an ®,.

group by defining Ol:(c)=OI:'*'(c) (01:E®n, CECq(Pn; G)). Consider the subgroup 
O(Pn; G)6n5) 

of O(Pn; G). Then it is easily verified that the coboundary homomorphism o 
maps O(Pn; G) 6 n into 0+1(Pn; G)6n. Thus we have a cochain complex 

.. · .~ Cq(Pn; G)6n~ 0+1(P,; G)Sn~· .. . , 
whose cohomology group is denoted by 

Hq(P,[®n; G). 

Since it is easily seen that the cochain map cp~ yields an isomorphism of Cq(SP,.; 
G) onto Cq(Pn; G) 6 n, the following is obvious. 

PROPOSITION (1. 1). We have 

cp~: Hq(SPn; Gl=Hq(Pn[®n; G), 

where cp~ is the homomorphism induced by cp~. 

Take from X a vertex .,, which is used as the base point. Let m and n 
(m<n) be integers, and consider a continuous map 

Jm,n: Pm --o>Pn 
defined by 

!m,n (xv X.!, . I •• ' Xm) = (xl, x2, .... 'Xm, *' .... ''*')· 
Then fn,n is a simplicial map. Given OI:E®m, define cm,n(OI:)E®n by 

c,.,n(OI:) (1, 2, · •.• , n) = (01:(!).01:(2), .... , 01:(m), m+l, .. .. , n). 
Obviously we have 

em,n( oc) !m,n = fnt,n rJ.., 

and so 

J!,n Cm,n(OI:)'*' = 01:'*' J!,n 

for the cochain homomorphism J!,n: Cq(Pn; G) --o> O(P,.; G) induced by fm,n· It 

follows from this that J!,n yields a cochain homomorphism 

f'!,n: O(Pn; G) 6 •• --o> O(P m; G) 6m, 
and so a homomorphism 

4) We use here the terminologies 'cellular decomposition, cell complex and proper 
map' in the sense of the book of Steenrod [9]. 

5) Let B be a A-group, then we denote by BA the subgroup of B which consists 
of all bEE for which 7>.(b)=b for all l>..EA. 
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f~,n: Hq(P,.!®,; G)-+Hq(P,.!®m; G). 

Define a continuous map 

tm,n : SPm -+ SP n 
by 

lm,n {xl, X2, .... , Xm} = {Xv X2, .... , Xm, *, .... , .;~}. 

Then tm,n is both proper and cellular, and further 

fPnfm,n = lm,n f!Jm• 
Therefore we can consider the cochain homomorphism t;;;,n: O(SPn; G)-->O(SPm; 
G), and it follows that 

J:::,n fP'! = f{J::: t:::,w 
Thus the commutativity holds in the diagram: 

* lm,n Hq(SPn; G) Hq(SPm; G) 

q lqJ~. f~,n q• lcp~ . 
H (Pn!®n, G) H \Pml®,,., G) 

(1. 2) 

Write (Pn(X), P~(X)) 0 for the n-fold carte:oian product of (X, -rr): 

(1. 3) 

Obviously P~ is a subcomplex of P "' consisting of all points (xv X 2 , • • • • • ·, x,) 
such that Xi=" for some i=l, 2, ...... , n. Therefore P~ is a subcomplex 

invariant under ®n, so that, for each O(E®n, the cochain homomorphism 0('> may 

be regarded as also a cochain homomorphism of O(Pn. P~; G) onto itself. Thus, 

by the way similar to defining Hq(P n I®,; G), we can define the cohomology group 

Hq((P,., P~) l®n; G) 

from the cochain complex 

· · · ·~Cq(Pn, P~;G)Sn~CH1(P,, P~; G)Sn~· .. .. 

Write 

SP~(X)ll 

for the image of P~(X) by f!Jn· Then it follows that SP~ is a subcomplex of 

SPn, and is the orbit space O(P~; G,). 2 l Therefore the cochain homomorphism 

cp'! maps O(SPn, SP~; G) isomorphically onto O(Pn, P~; G) 6 n, so that we have 

the proposition similar to (1. 1) : 

PROPOSITION (1. 4). Jt holds that 

cp~: Hq(SPn, SP~; G)= Hq((Pn, P~) !®n; G) 

for the homomorphism cp! induced by cp~. 
The following is trivial. 

LEMMA (1. 5). The map tn-t,n (n;;;;l) gives a homeomorph£sm of SP11_ 1 onto 

SP~, where we make a convention: SP0=,<. 

Let J'!: O(Pn, P~; G)-+O(Pn; G) be the cochain homomorphism induced by 

the inclusion map }n: Pn-+(Pn, P~). Then J'! maps O(P, P~; G)Sn into O(Pn; 
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G)Sn, and hence it defines a homomorphism 

j~ : Hq( (P,, P;,) I®"; G)~ Hq(P" I®"; G). 

It is obvious that the 

(1. 6) 

commutativity holds in the diagram: 

"* Hq(SP"' SP~; G)~ Hq(SPn; G) 

lq;~ •0 lq;~ 
Hq((P,, P;,) I®,; G)~ Hq(Pn] ®n; G) 
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where J! is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion map }n: SPn ~ (SPn, 

SP~). 

2. The right inverse of t~,n 

Let m and n be positive integers such that m-;5,n. We call then (n; m)-array 

each ordered set (iv i 2 , • • • ·, i"') of mutually distinct m integers -;5,n. If an (n; m)

array (i1 , i 2 , • • • ·, i,.) satisfies a condition: i 1<i2 < · · · · <im, it is said to be normal. 

Given an (n; m)-array (iv i 2, • • • ·, im), it is associated with a continuous map 

'1/l'ir,iz, .... ,im: Pn(X)---..Pm(X) 
defined by 

'1/1';1, ; 2, .••• ,im(Xv X~, • • • ·, Xn) = (X;1, X;2, • • • ·, Xim)· 

If w0 ,Wv····,Wq are vertices contained in a simplex of Pn, then o/;1 ,; 2 , .... ,;,(w0 ), 

"/J-;1,;2, .... ,im(w1), • • • ·, '1/1';1,;2, ... . ,im(w q) are obviously vertices contained in a single 
simplex of Pm. Therefore '1/1';1,;2, .... ,im is a simplicial map, so that it induces the 
cochain homomorphism 

'o/1;,,;2 , .... ,im: O(Pm; G)~O(Pn; G). 

Define now a cochain homomorphism 

1Fm,n : O(P m; G) ~ Cq(Pn; G) 
by 

1JI n = I; .r.oy . . ' 
m, (n; m) 'f''~b'!-2, .... ,·tm 

the sum being taken over all normal (n; m)-arraies (iv i 2 , • • • ·, im). Since it is 
obvious that 

we have 

.r.13*(·) /3(') !3(" )I c)- .r.? . . {J*(c) = ·'·* . . (c) 
-\]1· '!.! ' ~2 ' · · · ·' ""m \ - lf'-t,l, t2, · · · ·, "'m -'1'-tl, ""2' · · · ·' '!.m 

for each cochain cEO(Pm; G)Sm. Thus it follows that 

1Jim n(c) = I:' - 1-1 '1/1'.?' ;2 ; (c) for CEC'(Pm; G) 6 m, 
' (n; mJ m. '1" ' .... , •m 

where 2::' denotes the summation extended over all (n; m)-arraies (ivi2, • • • • ,im)· 
(n; m) 

Since 

'1/1';1, iz, .... , imCl. = '1ji'Ol(il), Ol(i 2) .... , Ol(im) (Cl. E ®n), 
it follows further that 
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= 2.:' _1~ .r3t(.) (.) (. )\'c) 
(n;m) ml 'i'·IX~1,a~2,., .. ,ct\tm 

= ::E' _1~ 'ljr'? . . (c) 
(n; m) m! 'J,<2, ... ·•'m 

= IJf,, n (c). 
This means that lJTm,n!c) E O(Pn; G) 6 n if c E Cq(Pm; G) 6 m. Thus lJT m,n yields a 
cochain homomorphism 

lJTm,n: O(Pm; G) 6m~ Cq(P,; G)Sn, 
and hence a homomorphism 

lJT~,n: Hq(P,j®,; G)~ Hq(Pnl®n; G). 

Write 

(2. 1) nr* - "-lmo .. · Hq(SP · G) Hq(SP · G) "'m,n -<p,. "'m,n fPm · m> ~ n> · 
Trivially we obtain 

LEMMA (2. 2). W!,m is the idrmtity isomorphism. 
Consider the commutative diagram: 

i* 
Hq(SP~; G) ~-- Hq(SPn; G) 

(2. 3) '* ""'~ / * 
l n-1,n '\i. .1 tn-1,n 

Hq(SPn-1; G) 

where t~*_J,n and i* are the homomorphisms induced by tn-l,n and the inclusion 
map: SP;,-+SPn respectively. It follows then from (1. 5) that t~*_J,n is an onto
isomorphism. Write 

Kq(SP n; G) =the Kernel of t;_J,n· 

Then the above diagram and the cohomology exact sequence for (SPn, SP~) yield 
the following : 

LEMMA (2. 4). K 1 (SPn; G) is the image group of the homomorphism J!: 
Hq(SPn, SP~; G)~ Hq(SPn; G). 

We shall prove 
LEMMA (2. 5). Let l~ m ~n, and consider the diagram: 

* lm,n 
Hq(SPn; G) Hq(SPm; G) 

*' 7' * Pl,n ""' / 7Jfl,m 
Hq(SPt; G) 

Then it holds that t!,n lJT~n = lJT~m on Kq(SPz; G). 
Proof. It follows from (2. 4) that our purpose is accomplished if we prove 

* * ·* m* ·* tm,n Wz,nh = "'l,mJz · 
Further, by (1. 6), (2. 1) and (1. 2), this is reduced to prove 

JD D •D 0 •0 

m,n lFz,nJz = lJTl,mJl · 
For this purpose, il is sufficient to prove that 
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(A) 

where I: (s = n or m) denotes the summation extended over all normal (s; l)
(s; t) 

arraies (iv i 2 , ····,it)· 
Let w be any point of P11,. It is then obvious from the definitions that 

'Vri1 ,>2, .... ,itfm.n (w) is 'Vri1,i2, .... ,it (w) if the (n; l)-array (iv i 2, .... , i 1) is an (m; I)
array, and is in P; otherwise. Therefore, for each simplex .Jq = (w 0 , Wv · · • ·, wq) 
in Pm, we have that 

fJ* '1}r* . . (c)) (.J<7) = (·'"? . . (c)) (.J7) or =0 \ m,n ~b t-2, · · · ., ~l -IJ'·~b '~-2, · · · ., ~l 

according as the (n; l)-array !iv i 2 , • ••• ,it) is an (m; l)-array or not. This proves 

(A), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 

Write P~,n for the homomorphism P!,n: Hq(SPm; G) ~Hq(SPn; G) restricted 
on Kq(SPm; G). Then we have 

pROPOSITION (2. 6). For any q>O, the homomorphisms 

P~,n: Kq(SP m; G)~ Hq(SPn; G) (1 ;:S m ;:S n) 

yield an injective representation of Hq(SPn; G) as a direct sum6 >, i.e. for each 
aEHq(SP,; G), there exists a unique system of n elements {am} (m=1,2, · · · ·, n) with 

amEKq(SP,.; G) satisfying a = :E P?n,n (a,.). 
m~1 

Proof. This is trivial for n= 1. Assume, inductively, the validity for n-1. 

Consider the homomorphism 
t!-1, n: HI (SPn; G)~ Hq (SPn-1; G). 

By the assumption of inducion, we have 
n-1 

t:-!,n (a)= 2.: w~,n-1 (a,.), 
m=! 

Put 
n-1 

an= a- I; lJT~,n (am)· 
m=1 

Then we have by (2. 5) 
n-1 

t:-1,n (an)= t:-1,n(a)- 2: t!-1,nP~,n (am) 
m-1 

n-1 

= t;_1,n (a)- 2,:; lJT~,n-1 (a,.)= 0, 
m~1 

and so an E J{q (SPn; G). Since an= w~,n(an.) from (2. 2), it follows that 
n-1 n 

a = an+ 2,:; lJT~, n (a,.) = I; lJT~, n (a,,). 
m=1 m=l 

n 

Namely it was proved that a can be expressed as I: W~,n (am) with a,.EKq(SP,.; 
m-1 

G). 

Next we shall prove the uniqueness of such a expression. Suppose that we 

6) See p. 8 in [4] for the definition of this terminology. 
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have two expressions: 
11 11 

0 ) 0 ' ) a= 2:: 1flm,n(am = '2:: 1Jim,n(am' 
m=1 m=1 

Apply t!-1, n to this equation. Since am-a~EKq(SP m; G), it follows from (2. 5) 

that 
n-1 

* 0 ') 0 ') 0 = '2:: tn-1,n 1fl m,n (am-am = 1fl m,n-1 (am-am· 
m=l 

By the assumption of induction, this implies that am-a~=O (m=l, 2, .... , n-1). 

Therefore we have also an=<· This proves the uniqueness, and the proof of the 

proposition is accomplished. 

Owing to (2. 6), we can define a homomorphism 

/-Gm,n: Hq (SP,; G)~ Hq (SPn; G) (q > 0, m < n) 
as follows : Let aEHq(SPm; G) be an element, and 

"' a= 2:: 'lfr?,m (a1), 
1=1 

Then /-Gm,n(a) is given by 
m 

f.Lm,n (a)= 2:: 1fl?,n (al)· 
1=1 

It is obvious that /-Gm,n is a homomorphism. We shall now prove 

THEOREM (2. 7j. It holds that t!,nt-Gm,n =the identity isomorphism of 
Hq(SP m; G) for any q>O. 

Proof. It follows from the definition and (2. 5) that 

This proves the theorem. 

m 

t!,nt-Gm,n(a)= 2:: t!,n 1fl?,n (al) 
i=l 

m 

= '2:: 1fl?,m(al) 
1=1 

=a. 

As a trivial consequence of (2. 7), we have 

CoROLLARY (2. 8). The homomorphism t!,n: Hq(SPn; G)~Hq(SPm; G) is 
onto, and the homomorphism f.Lm,n: Hq(SPm; G)~Hq(SPn; G) is isomorphic into. 

Consider the cohomology exact sequence for (SP m• SP~). Then it follows 

from (2. 3) and (2. 8) that i*: Hq(SPm; G)~ Hq(SP~; G) is onto for each q. 
Therefore we obtain that j*: Hq(SP"', SP~; G)~Hq(SPm; G) is isomorphic into 
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for any q. Thus the following is concluded by (2. 4) and (2. 6). 
T.a;EOREM (2. 9). We have the direct sum relation: 

n 

Hq (SP,.; G)= I; Hq (SPm, SP~; G) 
m=l 

3. Reduced symmetric products 

Let 

P,.(X) (resp. SP,.(X))1 l 

(q>O). 

129 

denote a finite CW-complex obtained from the complex P,.(X) (resp. SP,(X)) by 

shrinking the subcomplex P~(X) (resp. SP~(X)) to the point (*,.) = (•~, "· .... , *) 

(resp. {•~,.}={*, *, · · · · ,*}). We refer to P,.(X) (resp. SP,.(X)) as the n-fold reduced 
cartesian (resp. symmetric) product of X. It is obvious that the shrinking maps 

t,.: (P,., P~)-->- (P,., ('~n)), 

Tn: (SP,, SP~) -->- (SPn, {*n}) 

are relative homeomorphisms. 7 l Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION (3. 1). For any q>O, it holds that 

t!: Hq (Fn; G)= Hq (Pn, P~; G), 

r!: Hq (SP,.; G)= W (SPn, SP;,; G), 

where t! and r: are the homomorphisms induced by t,. and Tn respectively. 

By this and (2. 9), we can find at once the cohomology groups of the sym
metric product from those of the reduced symmetric product. The latter will 

be studied in §§ 4 and 6. We make some preparations for the study in the 
remainder of this section. 

For each IXEIS,., the transformation IX: Pn->-Pn obviously determines a trans

formation~: .P,.-.P,. such that a t,.=t,. a. Therefore .P,. may be regarded as a 
space on which ISn acts. Consider a continuous map 

cpn: P,. __.. SP,. 
defined by 

cp,. t,. = Tn fJJn• 

It is then easily verified that SPn is the orbit space O(P n; IS,.) whose identifica
tion map is -;p,.. 

Define a space F n (X) 1 lc P,. (X) (n 2;: 1) as follows : F n (n > 1) consists of all 

points (xl> X 2, •• ·., xn) such that x;=x1 for some i and j (i=Fj) and F 1="· Define 
further a space 

F,. (X) 1 l c Pn (X) 
as the image of Fn(X) by the map t,.. Then it follows easily that F,. is a sub

complex of P n which is invariant under IS,., and consists of all points which are 

7) For the def,nition, see p 266 in [4]. 
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fixed under some transformations (except the identity) of ®n. Therefore Pn-Fn 

is a locally compact space on which ®n acts without fixed points, (i.e. on which 
any transformation rx =1= the identity (rx E ®,) admits no fixed point). Define a 
space 

SFn(X) 11 c SPn(X) 

as the image of Fn(X) by the map (jjn. Then it is obvious that SP,.-SF, is the 
orbit space O(P n-F,; ®n) whose identification map is $n· Thus it follows that 
the space Pn-Fn is a locally compact principal fiber space of structure group ®n 
over the space SPn-SFw Therefore we can apply the Cartan-Leray theory 
[2, 3]. 81 . Before we state the result, we shall make some remarks. 

Let Hq(Pn-Fn; G) (resp. Hq(SPn-SFn; G)) denote the Cech cohomology group 

(with compact supports) of the locally compact space Pn-Fn (resp. SPn-SF;,). It 
follows then from the well-known general property of cohomology that Hq(P,.
Fn; G) (resp. Hq (SPn-SF,; G)) is canonically isomorphic with the relative 

cohomology group Hq(Pn, F,; G) (resp. Hq(SP • ., SFn; G)) of the cellular pair 

(Pn, F,.) (resp. (SPn, SFn)· 
Given rxE®n and aEHq(Pn, Fn; G), define rx(a)EHq(Pn, Fn; G) by 

(3. 2) rx(a) = a*-1(a). 

Then it follows that Hq(P "' F ,.; G) is an ®n-group by this operation. 
We shall utilize the usual notations (as is seen in [8]) with respect to the 

spectral sequence. Then the general theory of Cartan-Leray gives 
PROPOSITION (3. 3). There exists a cohomology spectral sequence (E,) in 

which the term Eg· q is isomorphic with the cohomology group HP(®,; Hq(P "' F n; G)) 
of the group ®n with coefficients in the ®n-group Hq(P,., Fn; G), and E'fx; q is isomorphic 
with the graduated group DP, q jDP+l, q-l associated with a certain filtration (Ds, 1) 

(s+f=P+q) of HPH(SPn, SFn; G). 
The cohomology groups of SP,. and of (SP,., SFn) are related to each other by 

the exact sequence. This relation is explained to some extent by evaluating the 

cohomology groups of SF,.. To do this, we define a space 

SF~(X) c SFn(X)!l 

for each integer t;;::; 1 as follows : Write SF~(X) (1 ;St<n /2) for a subset of 

SF,.(X) which consists of all points {XvXv X2,X2, · · · ,X1,X1,X1+vXt+2• · · ·, Xn-t}ESP,.(X), 

and put SF~(X)={",,} for t>nf2. Then SF!(X) is defined as the image of SF~(X) 

by the map T,.. It is easily seen that SF! are subcomplexes of SP,, and satisfy 
a condition: 

(3. 4) SPn~SF,. =SF~~···· ~SF~~ SF~+t~ · · · ·. 

We shall prove 

8) See also A. Bore ~[I]. 
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LEMMA (3. 5). For each t (1;£t;£nf2), there is a relative homeomorphism 
-1 (- ) - - -~ -1+1) wn: SP1, {"'1} X(SPn-21• SF11-21J-+ (SFn, SFn 

with the following conventions: SP o="', SF 0=empty set. 

Proof. Define a continuous map 

w~: SP1xSPn-21-+ SF~ 

by 

Then w~ maps (SP;xSPn_ 21) U (SP1 XSP~_21) in (SF~USP~). Therefore (!)~ can 

be regarded as a continuous map of (SP1, SP;) X (SP,_21,SP~_ 21) into (SF!, SF~U 

SP~), so that w~ defines a continuous map 

w~: SP1XSPn-2l-+ SF~. 

Since w~ maps {"1} X SPn-u in {"n} and SP1 X SFn_ 21 in SF~+I, w~ can be 

regarded as a continuous map of (SP1, { *t}) X (SP n-21 , SF11_ 21) into (SF~, SF~+1). 
Notice here that each point of SF~-SF~+I can be represented uniquely as {x1 , 

X 1 , X 2 , X 2 , • • • ·, X1, Xto Xt+ 1, X1+ 2 , • • • ·, Xn-t} with Xi=!=" (1;£i;£n-t) and X2=f=Xk (t+l;;=:;j 

<k;£n-t). It follows then that (;)~ is a one-to-one correspondence of SP1X 

SPn_ 21 -({,~1}XSPn-21) U (SP 1 XSFn-e~) onto SF~-SF~+1 • Thus (;)~is a relative 

homeomorphism. This completes the proof. 

4. Symmetric products of homologically (r-1)-connected complexes 

Assuming that X is homologically (r-1)-connected (r2;2), we calculate in 

this section some integral cohomology groups of the symmetric product of X. 
We have 
PROPOSITION (4. 1). If X is homologically (r-1)-connected, F, is homo

logically (r+n-3)-connected. 

The proof needs some preparation, and hence will be given in the next 

section. 

From this, we have 

LEMMA (4. 2). Let X be homologically (r-1)-connected, then the integral 

homology grottp Hq(P11 , Fn)=O for q;£r+n-2. 

Proof. It follows from (1. 3) and (3. 1) by the Kiinneth formula that Hq(Pn) 

=0 for O<q<nr-1. Therefore, if we consider the homology exact sequence for 
(l\, F n), the lemma follows at once from ( 4. 1). 

We shall now prove 

PROPOSITION (4. 3). Let X be homologically (r-1)-connected, then the integral 

homology group Hq(SP 11 , SFn)=O for q;£r+n-2. 

Proof. It follows from (4. 2) by the universal coefficient theorem that 

th~ integral cohomology group Hq(Pn, Fn)=O for q;£r+n-2, and H'+"-1(1\, Fn) 
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is free abelian. Therefore, if we consider the spectral sequence in (3. 3), we have 

that if q:;Sr+n-2 then E~·q=O and hence E!;;q=O. Thus Hq(SPn, SFn) = Do,q = 
D1·q-1 = · · · · = D-1,1+1=0 for q:;Sr+n-2. Further we have Hr+n-1 (SPn, SFn)= 
DD,r+n-1=E~r+n-l=E~· r+n-l=HD (iS,.; Hr+n-1 (Pn, Fn))=H'+n-1 (Pn, Fn)6n,5) by the 

well-known fact [2]. Therefore H'+n-1(SP n• SF n) is a subgroup of a free abelian 
group HY+n-1(1\, Fn)' so that Hr+n-1(SP n• SF n) itself is free abelian. The pro

po.sition is now clear by the universal coefficient theorem. 
We shall prove the following result with respect to the reduced symmetric 

product. 
PROPOSITION (4. 4). Let X be homologically (r-1)-connected (r 2; 2), then it 

holds that Hq(SPn)=O for O<q:;Sr+l and n:;=;;2. 

First we give a 
Proof of (4. 4) for n=2. Since SF 2 is obviously homeomorphic with F 2 and 

hence with X, it follows that Hq(SF 2)=0 for O<q~r-1. On the other hand, it 

follows from (4. 3) that Hq(SP 2 , SF 2)=0 for q:;Sr. Therefore it is concluded by 

the homology exact sequence for (SP 2, SF 2) that Hq(SP 2)=0 for O<q~r-1. This 

implies that Hq(SP 2 ) = 0 for O<q:;Sr-1. Thus it remains to prove Hq(SP 2 ) = 0 
for q=r and r+ 1. 

Since r:;=;;2, it follows that Hq(P 2) = 0 if O<q:;Sr+ 1. Hence Hq(J5 2) = 0 for 0 

< q:;Sr + 1. This implies 
(A) The coboundary homomorphism o*: Hr(F2)->-H~'+1 (F 2 , F 2) is isomorphic 

onto. 

Let ()(EiS2 , then the transformation ()(is the identity on F 2 • Therefore the 

homomorphism ()(*: H'(F2)->-H'(F2) is the identity isomorphism. This, together 

with (A) and (3. 2), proves that @5 2 operates on H'+l(P 2 , F 2) trivially. Thus, by 
some usual arguments in spectral sequence [8], it follows that the homomorphism 

(p* : Hr+ 1(SP 2 , SF 2)~Hr+1(P 2 , F 2) can be written as follows : 

cp*: H'+1(SP2, SF2) = DD,r+1 __., E~r+lcEg,r+l 

= H 0(iS2; H'+1 (P2, F2)) = H'+1 (P2, F2)· 
However, as was seen in the proof of (4. 3), Do,r+1 = E~'+ 1=Eg,r+I. Therefore 

we obtain 

(B) (p* : H'+1(SP 2 , SF 2) ->- H'+1(P 2 , F 2) is an onto-isomorphism. 

Consider the commutative diagram 

Since (jj gives a homeomorphism of F 2 onto SF 2 , the left (jJ* is isomorphic onto. 

Therefore it follows from (A) and (B) that the upper o* is also isomorphic onto. 

By considering the exact sequence for (SP 2,SF 2), we have 

(C) The homomorphism j*: H'(SP 2 , SF 2)->-H'(SP 2) is onto, and the homo-
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morphism i* : H'+1 (SP 2) ---+ H'+1 (SF 2) is isomorphic into. 
Since it follows from (4. 3) that H'(SP 2 ,SF 2)=0, we have W(SP 2 )=0 by (C). 
Consider the commutative diagram 

i* 
H'+1 (SP 2) H'+1(SF 2) 

liP*- i* liP* 
H'+1(P 2) -- --:> H'+1 (F 2) 

Then the upper i* is isomorphic into by (C), and the right ;p* is obviously 
isomorphic onto. Therefore ;p*i* is isomorphic into. On the other hand, H'+1 (P 2) 

=0 as was seen above. Hence (jj*i* = i*(jj* is trivial. Thus we must nave 
Hr+1 (SP 2)=0. This completes the proof of (4. 4) for n=2. 

Proof of (4. 4). We proceed by induction on n. Assume the validity of (4. 4) 

for n=2, 3, · · ·, p-1, and we shall prove (4. 4) for n=p. 
Consider the sequence 

e* e* e* 
f3Jp: Hq(SPp) ~ Hq(SF1) ____I_,····-----')> H1(SF~) ~ Hq(SF~+ 1 )-----')> · · · ·, 

which terminates in Hq(SF~I2) or Hq(SF{_f-I)/2) according as p is even or odd, 

where e:: (0-:::.;i-::;;,p /2-1) denotes the homomorphism induced by the inclusion 
(3. 4). Then we assert 

(D) f3Jp is isom')rphic into for q-;;;;,Min (r+P-2, 2r+l). 

For the proof, it is sufficient to show that Hq(SP1 , SFp) and H1(SF~, SF~+ 1 ) 

(1 -;:;;,t-;:;;,pj2-l) are trivial for q-;:;;, Min (r+P-2, 2r+ 1). This is obvious by (4. 3) 

as for Hq(SPp,SFp)· To prove the result for Hq(SF~, SF~+1), consider the homology 

group Hq(SF~, SF~+ 1 ). It follows then from (3. 5) by the excision property of 

homology that H1(SF~, SF~+ 1 ) is isomorphic with Hq( (SP 1, {;,1}) X (SPp- 21 , SFp- 21) ). 

Therefore it follows from (4. 3) and the assumption of induction by the Kunneth 

formula that Hq(SF~, SF~+ 1 ) (2-;:;;,t-;:;;,pj2-1) is trivial for q-;:;;,2r-2t+P-1 and 

H 1(SF1, SF~) is trivial for q-;:;;,2r+p-4. Hence the cohomology group Hq(SF~, 
SF1+1)=0 for q-;:;;, Min Min (2r-2t+P-1,2r+P-4)= Min (2r+l,2r+P-4). Since 

p 2~1~P/2-1 
r+p-2-;:;;,'2r+P-4 we have the desired result. Thus we obtain (D). 

As for the range of f3Jp, we have 

(E) Hq(SF~I2)=0 for q-;;;;,r+1 (p: even); Hq(SF{_f- 1)12 )=0 for q-;;;;,2r+1 ifP>3, 

and for q-;:;;,2r-I if P=3 (p: odd). 
In fact, it follows from (3. 5) that Hq(SF~I2 ) and Hq(SF{_f-l)/Z)) are isomorphic 

with Hq(SP p; 2 ) and Hq( ( SP(p-1); 2,{ *(p-1); 2}) X (X, *)) respectively. Therefore (E) 
follows easily from (4. 3) and the assumption of induction, by the same argu

ments as in the proof of (D). 

As a direct consequence of (D) and (E), we have (4. 4) for n=p. This 
completes the proof of (4. 4). 

In the above proof, we have proved simultaneouly the following : (See (D) 
and (E)) 
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PROPOSITION (4. 5). Let X be homologically (r-1 )-connected (r2:2). (i) If 

n is odd then Hq(SPn)=Ofor q-;;;,_ Min (r+n-2,2r+1). (ii) If n is even, the homo

morphism €9~=w:l2* en: Hq(SPn) ~ Hq(SPn 2 ) is isomorphic into for q< Min (r+n 

-2, 2r+l). 
We shall prove 

THEOREM (4. 6). Let X be homologically (r-l)-connected (r2:2), and n=2en', 

where e:;;:O and n' is odd. Then the homomorphism t:-!,n: Hq(SPn)~Hq(SPn_1) is 

isomorphic onto for q-;;;,_r+1 ifn'=l, and for q-;;;,_Min (r+n'-1, 2r+1) ifn'>l. 

Proof. By (2. 4), (2. 8) and (3. 1), it is sufficient for this purpose to prove 

that 

(F) Hq(SPn) = 0 1for q-;;;,_r+l if n'=l, 
(for q-;;;,_ Min (r+n'-2, 2r+l) if n'>l. 

If n'=l, (F) is obvious from (4. 4). Let n'>l. Then it follows from (ii) of (4. 

5) that e;,, 6l~n·· · · · 6l~.: H"(SPn)~HI(SPn') is isomorphic into for q~ Min (r+2n' 

-2, 2r+l), and that Hq(SPn·)= 0 for q-;;;,_ Min (r+n'-2, 2r+l). This proves (F) 
for n'> 1. Thus we have proved the theorem. 

Especially we have 

CoRoLLARY (4. 7). Let X be homologically (r-l )-connected (r2:2). Then, for 

any n:;;:l, SP,., is humologically (r-1)-connected9 > and it holds that 

t~,.: Hq(SPn) = Hq(X) for q = r, r+ 1. 

5. Homology of Fn(X) - Proof of (4. 1) 

Before we proceed to the proof of (4. 1), we make some algebraic prepara
tions. 

Let 
II [n] 

cons:st of all partitions10 > u, v, . .. . of the set [ n] of the integers 1, 2, .... , n. 

Define in Jiln] a partial order > as follows: If u is a refinement of v, then u:;;:v. 

With this order, .JI[n] is a lattice. 
If integers i, _jE[n] are contained in the same subclass of a partition UEJI[n], 

we shall write i=j (u). The following result on the meet unv of two partitions 
u,vEJI[n] will be obvious:i=j (unv) if and only if there is either kE[n] such 
that i =. k (u) and k =. j (v), or lE[n] such that i = l (v) andl_ j (u.). 

Let Uv U2 , •• ·., Uh be the disjoint subclasses into which a partition u di
vides [n]. Then h is called the height of u, and is denoted by h(u). Obviously, 
u with h(u)=l is the minimal element of Jiln], and u with h(u)=n is the maximal 
element of JI[n]. 

Given a partition u ={U1 U~, · · · , Uh}EJI[n], define SuEJI[n+1] by 

9) S. D. Liao gives in [6] a proof of that if X is (r-1)-connected then so is SP,.· 
10) By a partition of a set M, we mean a division of M into non-overlapping sub

classes. 
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Su = {Ul> U2, · · · · ,Uk, Uh+ 1}, 

where Uh+ 1 denotes the set {n+ I} of the single element n+ I. This yields a 
correspondence 

S: ll[n] ~mn+l]. 
The following is immediate. 

LEMMA (5. I). S(unv) = SunSv. h(Su) = h(u)+l. If u=J=v, then Su=J=Sv. 
Let aE[n] be any integer. Then we define a correspondence 

•s: ll[n] ~ ll[n+ I] 
as follows: Let u = {Ul> U2 , • • • ·, Uh}Ell[n], and U~(al denote the subclass con
taining a. Then asu is given by 

"Su = {U 1> • • • ·, U ~(a)-1> U' ,.(.), U ~(a)+l> · · · ·, Uh}, 
where U' ,.(a) denotes the union of the sets U~(a) and {n+ I}. Immediately we 
have 

LEMMA (5. 2). •S(unv)=•Sun•Sv. h(aSu)=h(~t). If u=l=v, then aSu=J=aSv. 
Each sequence 

(f) = (ul> U2, • • • ·, uz) 
of elements u; (i= I,2, · · · · ,l) of ll[n] is called the seque·uce in ll[n]. If ztvu2, •••• , 

u1 are mutually distinct, the sequence (f) is said to be proper. Let l;;;;_2, and (f) 
=(u1 , u 2, • • ·, u1) a proper sequence in ll[n]. Then we define, for each i (2;;;;;i::;l), 
a new proper sequence D;(f) in II[n] as follows : 

D;(f) = (ulnu;, u~nu;, · · · ·, ui-1nu;) 
with a convention : Uk n U; is omitted whenever Uk n Ui = Uj n Ui for some j <k. 
A sequence (f)= (u1 , u 2 , • • • ·, u1) with h(u1 ) = h(u2) = · · · · = h(u1) is said to be 
homogeneous. By the height h((f)) of a homogeneous sequence (f) is meant the 
height of each element of (f). 

By making use of Di, we define now the terminology 'regular sequence' 
recursively as follows: Every (proper, homogeneous) sequence of a single element 
is regular. Especially a proper sequence of height 1 is regular. .From here 
proceed by induction, and assume that it has been defined that a proper hqmo
geneous sequence of height h-I is regular. Let (f) be a proper homogeneous 
squence of height h. Then (f) is said to be regular if each D; (f) is a homo
geneous sequence of height h-I and is regular. 

Since the meet of two distinct partitions of height 2 is always the minimal 
element, we have obviously 

LEMMA (5. 3). Every proper homogeneous seqttence of height 2 is regular. 
REMARK. As is easily seen, a proper homogenecus sequence of height 3 is 

not necessarily regular. 
Given a proper homogeneous sequence (f)= (uv u 2, •• • ·, u1) in Jl[n], define 

sequences S(f) and •S(f) as follows : 

S(f) = (Sul> Su2 , • • • ·, Suz), 
as(!)= (aSu1, aSu2, • • • ·, "Suz). 
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Then it follows at once from (5. 1) and (5. 2) that both 5(]) and as(]) are proper 

homogeneous sequence in ll[n+l], and h(S@)=h(@)+l, h(aS@)=h(!ll). We shall 
prove 

LEMMA (5. 4). If 1]1 is regular, so are S!ll and aS@. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the height h of (]). If h= 1, the 

lemma is clear. Assume, inductively, that the lemma has been proved for every 

regular sequenceofheighth-1, and let !li=(UvU2, .... ,u1) be a regular sequence 
of height h. We may assume l~2. Then it follows from the definition that 
each D; (]) (2~i~l) is a regular sequence of height h-1. Therefore, by the 
assumption of induction, SD;!ll (resp. asD,!ll) is the regular sequence of height 
h (resp. h-1). However it follows from (5. 1) that 

SD,!ll = (S(ulnu;),S(u2nu;), · · · ·, S(ui-lnu;)) 

= (Su 1 n Su;, Su 2 n Su;, · · · ·, Su;- 1 n Su;) 
=D;S!ll, 

and similarly from (5. 2) that 
aSD;!ll = D; aS@. 

Thus each D;S!ll (resp. D; "S!ll) is the regular sequence of height h (resp. h-1), 
so that S!ll (resp. "S!ll) is regular by the definition. This completes the proof. 

Let 
fJ(s, t) = (t-2)(t-1)/2+s. 

Then it is easily seen that, for a given integer i>O, there is a unique system 

(s, t) of integers such that {J(s, t)=i and 0<s<f.l1 l Define a partition WiEli[n] 

(i=1,2, .. · · ,fJ(n-l,n) and n~2) as follows: 

(5. 5) wj.= {{1}, ····,{s-l},{s,t},{s+l}, ····,{t-l},{t+1}, ····,{n}j, 
where i=fJ(s,t) and s<t. Thenh(wi)=n-1. Conversely, it is obvious that every 
UEJI[n] of height n-1 has such a form. As a direct consequence of the defini

tions, we have 

LEMMA (5. 6). Let l~s<t~n and I~a~n, then w~t.\)= Sw@(s,t)• w~t.\)n 
n+l -as " wfl(a,n+l)- wfl(s,t)• 

Define a sequence Q[n] by putting 

(5. 7) Q[n] = (w~, w~, · · · ·, w7, · · · ·, W~(n-1, n)). 

Then Q [n] is both proper and homogeneous, and h (Q[n]) =n-1. We shall 

prove 
LEMMA (5. 8). Q [n] is regular. 

Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. The lemma for n=2 is trivial. 
Assuming the validity of (5. 8) for n=k, we shall prove that Q[k+l] is regular. 
For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove that 

D;Q[k+lJ = (wf+1 nwi+\ w~+ 1 nw7+ 1 , .... , wt~lnw7+1 ) 

(2~i~fJ(k,k+1)) is a regular sequence ofheightk-1. Leti=fJ(s,t),wheres<t. 

11) !3(1, 2)=1, !3(1, 3)=2, !3(2, 3)=3, !3(1, 4)=4. !3(2, 4)=5, !3(3, 4)=6, ... •. 
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Case I: t< k. 

It follows from (5. 6) that wJ+1 = SwJ for any j ~i. Therefore we have by 

(5. 1) 

D.Q[k+l] =(SwfnSw~, Sw~n sw:, · · · ·, Sw~_1 n Swt) 

= (S(w~nw:), S(w~nw;), · · ·, S(w:_1nwf)) 
= SDiQ [k]. 

Since Q[k] is regular by the assumption of induction, each D. Q[k] is a regular 

sequence of height k-2. Therefore it follows from (5. 4) that Di Q[k+ 1] = SDi Q[k] 
is a regular sequence of height k-1. 

Case II : t = k + 1. 
If j<k+l and j<s, then 

k+1 n k+1 k+l n k+1 WJ3(j,k+1) Wll(s,k+l)=Wil(j,s) Wll(s,k+1)• 

Therefore it follows from the definition of D. that 

DiQ [k+ 1] =(w~+1 nw~t,\+ 1l, w~+1 nwzt,\+1l, · · · ·, w~~~1,kl nw~t,\+1)). 
Further it follows from (5. 6) that 

Di Q [k+ 1] = (sSw~, ssw~, · · · ·, ssw~\k-1 , kl) 

= ssQ [k]. 

By the assumption of induction, Q[k] is a regular sequence of height k-1. 
Therefore we obtain by (5. 4) that D,Q [k+l] = sSQ[k] is a regular sequence of 

height k-1. This completes the proof. 

We return here to a topological consideration. We retain the usage of the 

notations in the above sections. 
Given uEll[n], define a subset M(u)cPn(X) by putting 

M(u) = { (xl> X2 , • • • ·, Xn) EPn!X, = Xj if i = j (u) }, 
and write 

M(u) 

for the image of M(u) by tn. It is easily verified that M(u) is a subcomplex of 

P n(X). Let U={Ul> U 2 , ••• ·, Uh}, and let lj (1 <j<h) denote the least integer in 

Uj. Without loss of generality, we may assume that l1<l2< · · · · <lh. 

Define a continuous map 

p: M(u) -Ph 
by 

p (xl> X2, · • · ·, Xn) = (xtt, Xz2, · · · ·, xlh,). 
Obviously p is a homeomorphism of M(u) onto P 11 , and p maps M(u) n P~ onto 

P~. Therefore p: (M(u), M(u) nP~)-(Ph,P~) is a relative homeomorphism, and 

hence so is the map p: (M(u), ("~n))-(1\, (*h)) defined by p. This, together with 
(1. 3) and (3. 1), implies 

LEMMA (5. 9). Let X be homologically (r-1)-connected, and uEll[n]. Then 

M(u) is homologically (hr-1)-connected, where h=h(u). 

As a direct consequence of the definition, we have 
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LEMMA (5. 10). For any u, VEll[n], it holds that M(un v) = M(u) nM(v). 
where n in the right stands for the intersection of the sets. 

Extend the definition of M to every 5equence fP = (uv U 2 ,· • • • u1) in ll[n] by 
setting 

M(fb) = M(u 1) U M(u2 ) U · · · · U M(uz), 
where U denotes the union of the sets. Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 
homology groups [ 4], we shall prove the following : 

LEMMA (5. 11). Let X be homologically (r-I )-connected, and (b a regular 
sequence in ll[ n]. Then M( fb) is homologically (r+h -2)-connected, where h=h ( fb). 

Proof. We shall give the proof by induction on h. The lemma is clear from 
(5. 9) if h= 1. Assume the the validity of (5. 11) for every regular sequence of 
height h-1, and let fP= ( Uv u2, · · · ·, u1) be a regular sequence of height h. 

Case I: l=l. 
It follows from (5. 10) that M(fP)=M(u1) is homologically (hr-1)-connected. 

Since hr-12;;r+h-2, M(fb) is homologically (r+h-2)-connected. 
Case I : l2;;2. 

By the definition, each D,fb = (u1nui, u2 nu;, .... , u;_1 nu;) is a r~gular 

sequence of height h-I. Therefore, by the assumption of induction, we have 
(A) M(D;fb)(2<i<l) is (r+h-3)-connected. 

Let fb; (1:::::;i;;;Z) denote the subsequence (u1, u 2 , • • • ·, u;) of @. Then we have 
M (fPH) UM(u;) = M (fb;), 
M (fb;_1) nM (u;) 

= (M (u1)U · · ·· UM (uH))nM (u;) 
= (M (u1)nM (u;))U · · · · U(M (u;-1) nM (u;)) 
= M (u1 nu;) U · · · · UM (u;_1 nu;) (by (5. 11)) 
= M (D; !D). 

Therefore the (integral coefficient) homology Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for 
(M(ID;); M(fb;_1), M(u;)) becomes as follows: 12 l 

· .. · ~ Hq (M(ID;_1))+Hq(M(u;)) cPi-1 Hq (M(fb;)} ~ Hq-t{M(D; fb))~ ..... 
It follows from (A) that Hq-1(M(D,fb)) = 0 for q < r+h-2, and from (5. 9) that 
Hq(M(u;)=O for q;;;hr-1. Therefore if q;;;r+h-2, then the homomorphism <f>;-1 : 

Hq(M(ID;_1))~ Hq(M(ID;)) is onto. This holds for i = 1, 2, · · · ·, l-1, and @1 = @, 

@1 =(u1). Therefore we have that cf>,_1 <f>r-z · • • • </> 1 : Hq(M(u1))~Hq(M(ID)) is onto. 
As was shown in Case I, Hq(M(u1))=0 for q;;;r+h-2. This implies that Hq(M 
(fb)}=O for q:5,r+h-2. Namely we conclude the proof. 

We are now in a position to prove the proposition (4. 1). 

Proof of (4. 1). Consider the partition wf defined in (5. 5). Then it is ob

vious that M(w:) is a subset of Fn(X) and Fn=M(wi) UM(w~) U · · U M(w~(n-l.n))· 
Therefore, for the sequence Q[n] defined in (5. 7), we have M(Q[n])=F,.. As was 

12) We take the reduced homology groups for dimension 0. 
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proved in (5. 8), Q[n] is a regular sequence of height n-1. Thus (4. 1) follows 
directly from (5. 11). 

6. Symmetric products of spheres 

Take an r-sphere S' as X and let n=2 or 3. By applying the method stated 

in § 3 to such a case, we shall in this section give another proof of some of 
the results which we have had in [7]_13> Throughout this section, we assume 

that r~2. 

THEOREM (6. 1). Let P<2r, then 

HP (SP2 (S')) = {Z2 for P=r+2k+ 1 (k=l, 2, · .. · ),14 > 

0 for other p. 
Proof. It is obvious that F 2 is an r-sphere and P 2 is a 2r-sphere. Therefore 

the cohomology exact sequence for (P 2 , F~) yields the following: 

- _ {Z for q=r+ I, 
Hq (P2, F2) = 

0 for q<r+l and r+l<q<2r. 
As was seen in the proof of ( 4. 4), \5 2 operates on H'+1 (P 2 , F 2) trivially. There

fore, in the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence (3. 3), we have that 

Ef,q = 0 for q<r+1 and r+l <q<2r, 

Ef' r+l = HP(\52; Z). 

where @32 operates on Z trivially. It is known [3] that 

!Z if P=O, 
HP (®2 ; Z) = Z 2 if p is even>O, 

0 otherwise. 

We can thus prove by some usual arguments in spectral sequence that 

so that 

HP(SP2, SF 2) = Et-•-l,r+l = Eg-r-l,r+l (P<2r), 

!z if p = r+1, 
HP (SP 2, SF 2) = Z 2 if p = r+2k+ 1 

0 otherwise 

(k = 0, I, 2, .... ), 

for P<2r. Since SF 2 is an r-sphere, the cohomology exact sequence for (SP 2 , 

SF 2) gives that 

HP (SP 2, SF 2) = HP (SP 2) 

for O<P<r and r+I<P<2r. This proves the results for P-4=r, r+l. Since it 
follows from ( 4. 4) that HP( SP 2) = 0 for p;;;; r + 1, the proof of the theorem com
pletes. 

Since P1(Sn)=Sn, we have by (2. 9), (3. 1) and (6. 1) the following: 

CoROLLARY (6. 2). Let p <2r, then 

13) More results than in the present paper are obtained in [7], but it is impossible 
for us to prove all of them by the present method. 

14) We shall write Z and Zp respectively for the group of integers and the group of 
integers mod p. 
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{
z if p = r, 

HP (SP2(5')) = Z2 if p = :+2k+ 1 
0 otherwise. 

(k=1,2,····), 

We shall next consider the 3-fold symmetric product of 5'. For this purpose, 
we shall first study the homology group of F 3(5'). 

As was seen in the proof (4. 1), we have 

F 3 (S') = M(wi) U M(w~) U M(w~). 

(See § 5.) For the sake of the brevity, we write 

F = Fa(S'), Ni = M(wD (i = 1, 2, 3). 

Let 0 denote the minimal element in the lattice .lll3], then we write also 

D = M (0). 

Then Ni is a 2r-sphere, and D is an r-sphere. 
We shall prove 
LEMMA (6. 3). 

H (Fa(S'))={Z+Z for q=r+1, 
q 0 for 0<q<r+1 and r+1<q<2r. 

Proof. Consider the homology Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (Fi2UN3; N2, N3). 

Since N2nN3 = D, we have then the following exact sequence :15 > 

This proves that 

(A) 
Hq (N2UN3) = 0 for 0<q<r+1 and r+1<q<2r, 

Consider next the homology Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (Nl uN2uNa; Nl>N2uNa)· 
Since Fi1 U(Fi2 UFi3)=F and N1 n(N2UN3)=D, we have then the following exact 
sequence : 15 > 

_,y- --cfJ _LJ -
· · · · ~ Hq(D) ~ Hq(N1) +Hq(N2 U N3) ~ Hq(F)-----» Hq_1(D) ~ · · · ·. 

This, together with (A), proves that 

Hq (F)= 0 for O<q<r+ 1 and r+ 1 <q<2r, 

and that the sequence 

--q) _,1-
(B) 0 ~ H,+1 (N2UN3) ------'--7 H,+r(F)-----» H, (D)~ 0 

is exact, and hence H,+ 1 (F)=Z +Z. Thus we complete the proof of (6. 3). 
REMARK. By using of the method similar as in the proof of (4. 1) stated in 

§ 5, we can prove the follwing: 

Hq(Fn(Sr))=O for O<q<r+n-2 and r+n-2<q<2r+n-3; Hr+n-2 (F(S')) is a 

finitely generated free abelian group. 

Let (i, j, k) be any permutation of (1, 2, 3), and consider the diagram: 

15) We use the same notations as m p. 39 of [4]. 
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m;1* - - nk* -,..__ Hr+1(N; UNj)-----'--'" Hr+1(F), 
where 3; is the boundary homomorphism, and l;/, m;j*' nk* are the homomor
phisms induced by the inclusion maps. Then 3;, l;j* and m;J* are onto-isomor
phisms. Write 

-1 [ .,-I 
uij = nk* mij* ij* u; . 

Then we can prove the following by some usual arguments in homology theory 
[4]. 

LEMMA (6. 4). 

Let s'EHr(D) denote a generator, and write 

ek = U;j (s')EHr+ 1 (Fa (5')) (i<j). 
Then we have 

LEMMA (6. 5). H,+ 1(F3(S')) is generated by e1 and e2 • 

Proof. Recall the definitions of Ll and cp in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [4]. 

Then it follows that the isomorphism Ll in (A) can be written explicitely as 

32l23\ m23*' 
so that the image of cp in (B) is generated by 

n1* (32l23\ m23*)-1 (s') = a- 23 (s') = e1 . 

Therefore if we can show that 
Llu13 =the identity isomorphism of H, (1.5) 

for the homomorphism Ll in (B), the proof is complete. This is proved as follows. 
Consider the commutative diagram 

where 0(*' {3* and y* are the homomorphisms induced by the inclusion maps. Then 
0(* is an onto-isomorphism, and the homomorphism Ll in (B) can be written 
explicitely as 

Therefore we have 

Ll u1a = (31 0(;1 {3*) (n2* mj'3~ l1a* 3!1) 

= 31a;l 113* l13* 3!1 (by {3*n2* = y*m13*) 

=the identity (by y* l13* = 0(*). 
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Thus we complete the proof. 

Let 5 and T denote the elements of @>3 defined as follows : 

( 1 2 3) 
S= 213' ( 1 2 3) T = 2 3 1 · 

Then both 5 and T are the identity on D, and 

S(N1 ) = Nv 5(N2) = Na. 5(N3) = N 2, 

T(N1) = N2 , T(N 2) = Na. T(Na) = N 1. 
Therefore, by using of some commutative diagrams, we can easily assert that 

5 *a-12 = a-13• 5*a-1a = a- 12· 
T*a-12 = (T23• T*a-13 = CT21, 

This, together with (6. 4), implies that 

(6, 6) 5*(e) = e2 , 5*(e2) =e., 

T*(e3) = e1, T*(e 2) =-e3 , 

We shall prove 
LEMMA (6. 7). e3=-e1 +e::. 

S*a-2a = a-32• 
T*a-23 = CTa1· 

5*(e1) =-ev 
T*(e1) =-e2. 

Proof. It follows from (6. 3) and (6. 5) that e3 can be represented as 

e3 = P ert-q e2 (p, q: integers). 
Then we have by (6. 6) that 

This impies that 

e1 = T* (e3) = T* (p e1+q e2) =- P e2 -q e3 
=- P e2-q (p e1 +q e 2) =- P q e1-(P+q2) e2. 

p q =-1 and P+q2 = 0, 

so that P= -1 and q= 1. Thus we have (6. 7). 
From (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain 

LEMMA (6. 8). 5*(e1) =-ev 5*(e2) =-e1+e2 , 

T*(e 1) =-e2 , T*(e 2 ) =e1-e2 • 

We shall here pass to the cohomology. It follows from (6. 3) that 

H ( _ 5 ) ) {Z + Z for q = r + 1, 
qFa( r = 0 for0<q<r+1 andr+1<q<2r. 

Since Hq(l\(5'))=0 for 0<q<3r it follows that 

0: Hq ('Fa (5')) = HH1 (P3 (5'), 'F3 (5')) 

for 0<q<3r-1. Denote by e{, eiEH'+1('F3(5'))=Hom (Hr+I ('F3(5')), Z) the dual 
of e1 and e2 respectively, and write 

Ci = o e;EH'+2 (P3 (5'), 'F3 (5')) (i = 1, 2). 

Then the following is obvious from the above consideration. 

PROPOSITION (6. 9). 

qp "F5'~ H (-- 5 _ . ) {Z +Z for q=r+2, 
a( ), a( ) ~ 0 for q<r+2 and r+2<q<2r. 

Further H'+2 (P 3( 5'), 'F 3 ( 5')) is generated by c1 and c2. 

By (6. 8) and the naturality of o, we can assert easily that 

5*(c1) =-c1-c2, 5*(c2) = C2, 

T*(c1) = c2, T*(c 2) =-C1-c2. 
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Therefore the definition (3. 2) gives 

PROPOSITION (6. 10). The group ZSa operates on H"+ 2(l\(S'), Fa(S')) as follows: 

S (c1 ) =-C1-c~, S (c2) = c2 , 

T (c1) =-C1-c2, T (c2) = c1 • 

We shall prove 
TIIEOREM (6. 11). Let p-;£2r-l, then 

HP (SPa (S')) = (Z3 if P=~+4k + 1 
(o otherwtse. 

(k= 1,2, .... ), 

Proof. By making use of the theorem 1 of Chap III in [5], or of the proje

ctive resolution for ZSJ given in § 7, we can compute the cohomology groups of 

®a with coefficients in the Z5 3-group H'+2(f\(5'), F3 (5~')) described in (6. 10). This 
computation is straightforward, and is left to the reader. The result is as follows : 

HP (®a; H'+2 (P a (5~'), Fa(S')) = fZa if p =: k+3 (k = 1, 2, .... ), 
(o otherw1se. 

Consider the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence (3. 3), then it follows from (6. 9) 
and the fact just stated that 

Eg.q = 0 for q<r+2 and r+2<q ~ 2r, 

Eg,r+2 = {Za for P = 4 k+3 (k = 0, 1, 2, .... ), 
0 for other p. 

Thus, by some usual arguments in spectral sequence, we can prove that if p-;£2r 

then 
HP (SPa ( S')' SF a ( 5~')) = E~-r-2, •+2 = Eg-r-2, •+2 

={Z3 forp=r+4k+l (k=1,2, .... ), 
0 for other p. 

Since it follows from (3. 5) that HP(SF3(5~'))=0 for O<P<2r, the exact sequence 

for (SP 3 (5'), SF3 (5~')) yields that 

HP (SP 3 (5'), SF 3 (5~')) = HP(SPa(5")) for P<2r. 

This, together with the above fact, proves the theorem. 
As a direct consequence of (2. 9), (3. 1), (6. 1) and (6. 11), we have 

CoRoLLARY (6. 12). Let P<2r, then 

(

Z for p = r, 

HP(SPa(S~'))= z6 for P=r+4k+1 
z2 for p = r+4 k+3 

0 for other p. 
we shall finally prove 

THEOREM (6. 13). It holds that 

(k=1,2, .... ), 

(k=O,t, .... ), 

H'+2 (SPn (S~')) = 0 for r ~ 3 and n ~ 1. 
1\ 

Proof. Note first that 

H'+2 (SPn (5~') = 0 for r ~ 3 and n = 2 or odd. 
In fact, this is trivial for n = 1, and follows from (6. 1) for n = 2, from (6. 11) 
for n=3 and from (i) of (4. 5) for odd n~S. Recall next (ii) of (4. 5). Then it 
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follows from the above fact inductively that 

H'+2(SPn(S'))=0 for r2;3 and n2;1. 

This, together with (2. 9), yields the theorem. 

7. Miscellany 

I. Profective resolution for the group 0 3 • 

For each integer q2;0, construct an 0 3-free abelian group Kq having as an 

0 3-basis a set of q+ I abstract elements e0,q, e1 .q_1 , ••• ·, eq,o· Define a homomor
phism o: Kq~Kq-1 by 

o ( e2i,j) = (I+ T + T2) e~;-1 , 1 + (I+ (-I )i+i S) e 2; ,1- 1 , 

o (e2i+u) = (I-T) e2;,1 - (I- (-I )i+i TS) e2;+ 1,j-v 

where S,TE03 are the elements defined in § 6. Then the verification that 33=0 

is straightforward. Therefore we have an 0 3-complex K = {Kq, 3} which is ® 3-

free. Further we can easily prove that K is acyclic, by using the following con

tracting homotopy h: Let k=O, I, 2, and l=O, I, 2, 3, then 

h (Tk e;,j) = 0 if j>O. 

h (Tk e2i+1,o) = 

if k = 0, 

if k = I, 

if k = 2, 

{
0 if k = 0, I, 

e2;+2,o if k = 2, 
h (TkS e4i+t,j) = (-I)[lJ2J+H1Tk+1-(-1l 1 e4 i+t,j+t if j>O, 

h (TkS e4.i+t,o) = ( -I)W2J+1 Tk+1-(-1)l e4i+l,t 

+(-1)[(1+1)/2] h (Tk+1-(-1)1 e4i+t,o), 

where [m] stands for the greatest integer ~ m. Thus K is a projective resolu
tion for 0 3 • 

II. We have seen in (3. 3) that there is the spectral sequence relating (E\(X), 
Fn(X)) to (SPn(X), SFn(X)). 

The same holds between (Pn(X),Fn(X)) and (SPn(X),SFn(X)). Namely we 
can assert the following : There exists a cohomology spectral sequence (E,) in 

which the term Ef·q is isomorphic with HP(0,.; Hq(Pn(X), Fn(X); G)), and Ef,;q is 

isomorphic with the graduated group associated with HtH(SPn(X), SFn(X); G), 
appropriately filtered. By using this spectral sequence, we can prove that if 

P<2r then 
liP ( SP 3 (5'), SF 3 ( 5'); Z) = l[P-r-l (03 ; Z), 

where 0 3 operates on Z trivially. From this, we can also obtain (6. 12). 
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